Announcement is hereby given that:

“MANI had been supplying Messrs. CENTENIAL SURGICAL SUTURE LTD. having its registered office in F-29, Maharashtra Industrial Development Corporation, Murbad, Thane, 421 401, INDIA (hereinafter referred as “CENTENIAL”) with MANI Eyeless Surgical Needle (A component for Surgical Suture Needle) in the past. Also, our Documentary Agreement where MANI granted CENTENIAL “IN TECHNICAL COLLABORATION WITH MANI” description at CENTENIAL’s Surgical Suture Needle Package had already expired on January 17, 2011. Also, MANI leased MANI Needle Attaching Machines to CENTENIAL under another documentary agreement for swaging MANI Needle with CENTENIAL’s Surgical Suture Thread; however, on May 24, 2017 the CENTENIAL Management declared they had totally scrapped those machines and that they have no debris of them. Therefore, our relationship with CENTENIAL in terms of Eyeless Surgical Needle ended. MANI has not supplied Eyeless Surgical Needle with CENTENIAL in and after October, 2016. Also, on May 24, 2017 the CENTENIAL Management told us CENTENIAL purchases other needles rather than that of MANI. MANI Test Report of CENTENIAL’s plural number of Products recognized different needles than MANI although such packages show “IN TECHNICAL COLLABORATION WITH MANI” description.

Taking account of the above MANI is no longer able to be liable in full at Eyeless Surgical Needle which CENTENIAL uses as a component at their Surgical Suture Needle Products. It would be misunderstood as if all CENTENIAL’s Suture Needle Products use MANI needle. However, MANI shall be liable if any Problem is proved to be attributed to MANI’s manufacturing process and/or MANI’s component material.

In view of Product Liability MANI has established Global Quality Assurance System. MANI thanks you for your continuous patronage on MANI Products.”

MANI, INC.
August 1st, 2017.